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Discussions on: 

1) What data and knowledge are needed? Best practices in gap analyses, 
identification and prioritizing of knowledge needs, including life cycle analyses 
and impact assessments;  

(2) Co-creation of research agendas and knowledge: best practices in 
engaging with stakeholders, including participatory modeling;  

(3) Co-usage of knowledge: best practices for the delivery of knowledge to 
decision and policy makers and for the engagement of scientists and 
researchers in policy making, including ethical considerations.   
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What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Focus: Addressing Anthropocene Risks (such as Marine Debris)
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What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Aiming for desirable futures

What are our assumptions about knowledge needs that guide  
gap analyses and prioritization? 

In times of emerging Anthropocene Global Catastrophic Risks: 

Can we continue to focusing on avoiding Type 1 Errors (no false alarms)? 
or 

Do we need to focus more on Type 2 Errors (not overlooking warning signs)?   



What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
400 million tons (Mt)

448 Mt in 2015

161Mt < 6 months

Average usetime: 
5 years

Build.+Const.:       72 Mt, 35 yrs

Industrial mach.:     3 Mt, 20 yrs

Transportation:      30 Mt, 13 yrs

Electrical:              19 Mt, 8 yrs

Textiles:                 65 Mt, 5 yrs

Consum. prod.:     46 Mt, 3 yrs

Packaging:          161 Mt, <0.5 yrs}

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/06/plastic-planet-waste-pollution-trash-crisis/

A LIFETIME OF 
PLASTIC
The first plastics made 
from fossil fuels are just 
over a century old.They 
came into widespread 
use after World War II 
and are found today in 
everything from cars to 
medical devices to food 
packaging. Their useful 
lifetime varies. Once 
disposed of, they break 
down into smaller 
fragments that linger for 
centuries.

JASON TREAT AND RYAN WILLIAMS, NGM STAFF
SOURCE: ROLAND GEYER, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
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1% in the ocean: 260 Mt


In coastal built environment prone to 
disasters:


1.7 Bt
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Plastics in the planetary physiology will 
impact the 500 Billion to

 1 trillions of people to come during the 
next 5,000 years.

Does the plastics crisis violate the 
rights of those not yet born?

Does science have an ethical 
obligation to create the knowledge 

society needs to assess and address 
the risk?
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Supporting interventions, 
monitoring impacts,  

developing corrections
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What Data and Knowledge are Needed?

1. Top-Down thread 1: Identification of a 
collection of observation requirements and 
specifications from generic goals for 
sustainability of the global civilization as 
expressed in the GEOSS Strategic Targets, the 
SDGs, and the adherence to the planetary 
boundaries.

Methodologies for Gap Analysis

Plag et al., 2018

For example:  
GEOSS User requirement Registry
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Spectrum of Methodologies for Gap Analysis

Plag, 2016



What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Goal-Based Gap Analysis

Plag and Jules-Plag, 2019
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SMART	gap	formulation
• Specific		 	 	 Specific	proposed	action	to	remedy	
• Measurable		 	 Outcome	for	success	of	the	remedy	
• Achievable	 	 Indicative	cost	estimate	
• Relevance		 	 User	impact	if	not	remedied	
• Time	bounded		 Action	on	short-,	mid-	or	long-term	

• Risks		 	 	 	 Risk	register	for	non-resolution			 	
	 	 	 	 	 (+impact,	+probability)

What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Prioritization of Gaps

de Maziere et al., 2016

http://images.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://www.uib.no/bot/bilder/eu-flag.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.uib.no/bot/mcts/qpalen/&h=349&w=519&sz=4&hl=fr&start=1&tbnid=tIl_Su9kO7IeFM:&tbnh=88&tbnw=131&prev=/images?q=eu+flag&gbv=2&hl=fr


What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Prioritization of Gaps 

Utilizing Graph Data Linking Requirements and Applications 



p = ——f * i
c * t

p: priority 
f: feasibility 
i: impact 
c: cost 
t: time needed

What Data and Knowledge are Needed?
Prioritization of Gaps Feasibility and impact versus cost and time needed 
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What approaches to knowledge gap analyses and knowledge need prioritization? 
What (best) Practices are available? 

How can we decide on what is BEST?
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More use
More use



Co-Creation of Research Agendas and Knowledge

Mauser et al., 2013

Engaging societal 
agents



Participatory Modelling 
Maintain	a	diversity	of	points	of	views	

Converge	towards	a	shared	representa4on	

Share	exis4ng		
knowledge	

React	to	a		
new	scenario	

Adapted	from	Van	Asselt	(2001)	
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World	
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Planning 

Par9cipatory	
Learning	&	Ac9on 

Companion	
Modelling	

Co-Creation of Research Agendas and Knowledge

Engaging societal 
agents
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What approaches to co-creation of research agenda and co-creation of knowledge? 
What (best) Practices are available? 

How can we decide on what is BEST?
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Using Knowledge  
for pathways to 
sustainable 
development



Co-Usage of Knowledge

Integrating science  
into society
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Co-Usage of Knowledge

A space to meet 
experts, talk to them, learn 

from them, …

Transforming  
society
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What ways do we (experts/researchers) have to support the societal use of knowledge? 
What (best) Practices are available? 

How can we decide on what is BEST?




